
 What knowledge will be 
learned? 

How will this knowledge 
be developed and 

applied? 

How long will each component take? How do this week’s home learning tasks build on 
prior knowledge and prepare for new knowledge? 

Week 1 This week, you will be 
annotating pervious art 
work in sketch books from 
AO3 record or first ideas, 
your own photography and 
front title page need to be 
revisited  
 
 

This week, you will be able 
to work back reflecting on 
your chosen topic to refine 
pieces of work and include 
replacement to gain better 
quality drawings.   
 
 
 
  

5 minutes – look over work to see what you have 
created so far.  
 
 40-60 minutes – look at check list and work your 
way thought this.  
Refining pervious pieces of work, using pencil or biro 
to add detail and enhance the quality to make 
sketches look more realistic. 
 
60- minutes- look at making your title page look 
visually appealing by inducing an interesting style 
title background colour or continue to make mood 
board look visually appealing refer to examples 
provided. 
   
 
 
Homework:  continue to finish of drawings, before 
next lesson, upload images to show teacher what has 
been produced.  
 

 
 

This week’s home learning task will link to refining 

pervious pieces of work add detail and enhance the 
quality to make sketches look more realistic. 

 
Making your title page look visually appealing along 

with mood board. 

 
 Linking to; GCSES objective AO3: record ,first hand 

observations drawing and insights relevant to 
intentions in other visual forms 

Week 2 This week, you will be 
annotating pervious art 
work in sketch books from 
AO3 record or first ideas, 
your own photography and 
front title page needs 
revisiting  
 
 
Consider finishing of your 
first artist page in in-
depth detail. 

This week, you will be able 
to include your own 
photography 
 
Annotate your work from 
your first ideas 
observational drawings to 
own photography page 
How your images link to 
your topic? 
  
Artist page: Develop ideas 
through investigations 
informed by 

60 minutes –go and see if you have any photographs 
or can take photographs linking to you topic gather 
them, down load images or print them of, so if you 
are doing landscape take images of outside your 
window or garden surroundings. 
If you can’t print them make a power point with a 
title ready to print of when you’re at school.  
 
60 minutes – In research you should include the 
following: 
 
Factual information about your artist work and how 
it links to your topic? 
 

This week’s home learning tasks are related to knowing 
how to draw a human figure.  
 
A series of drawings forms from quick sketches to 
detailed studies will help pupil’s enhance their drawing 
skills. 
 
Linking to: 
GCSES objective AO3: record ,first hand observations 
drawing and insights relevant to intentions in visual 
other forms 
 
 
 



artists/photographers and 
other sources, 
demonstrating analytical 
and cultural understanding 

look at background information based on their style, 
include interesting facts. 
 
Draw in the style of artist work creating at least 2 
pieces in detail.  
 
Gather interesting images of your choice and 
consider an interesting layout. 
 
Homework: continue to finish of any design work 
before next lesson and take photos to upload and 
show teacher.  
 

Linking to: AO1 Contextual studies of Art history  
Looking at various artist styles. 

Week 
3/4 

This week year 10 will be 
able to consider studying 
a range of artists looking 
at your topic and linking 
the artist style through 
artwork, illustrations, 
drawings and graphics 
work. 
  

This week, you will be able 
to identify new both 
modern and traditional 
forms of artist linking to 
your topic; you will study 
and create a visual 
appealing research page. 
 
In research you should 
include the following: 
 
look at background 
information based on their 
style, include interesting 
facts. 
 
Gather interesting images 
of your choice and consider 
an interesting layout 
 
.To draw in the style of 
artist work creating at 
least 2 pieces. 

5 minutes – look over previous work to remind you 
of what areas you have studied. 
 
5 minutes – look at examples of research pages to 
gain an insight into what make a strong research 
page Gcse examples.  
 
60 minutes – To search for artist styles you like, 
gather images and facts on power point. 
 
60 minutes – in sketch books you are to build up 
artist work page, consider drawing a rough layout 
with title, boxes for text, images of artist work and 
one side for artist drawing.  
 
Include the following: 
 
30 minutes- Factual information about your artist 
work and how it links to your topic 
 
30 minutes Look at background information based 
on their style, include interesting facts. 
 
60 minutes To draw in the style of artist work 
creating at least 2 pieces.  

This week’s home learning tasks will include 
Investigating different styles of art and illustrators 
including :Rene Magritte human form , surrealism, 
animal artist Richard Symonds, Claudine Hellmuth 
topic of humans, Stephanie Ledoux or street artist  
Miles Donovan 
 
Creating detailed concept pages including factual 
information which should vary in style.  
 
In research you should include the following: 
 
Factual information about why you chose this particular 
artist was is it for its style, content or method of work? 
 
look at background information based on artist and 
include interesting facts. 
 
Gather interesting images of your choice and consider 
working on a remarkable layout. 
 
To draw in the style of artist work creating at least 2 
pieces. 
 



 
60 minutes Gather interesting images of your choice 
and consider an interesting layout. 
 
 
Homework: Complete your written question and 
submit the answer to me.   
 
 

Linking to GCSE objective AO1: Develop ideas 
through investigations informed by 
artists/photographers and other sources, 
demonstrating analytical and cultural 
understanding 

Week 5     

 

 What is the timeframe for completion of home learning tasks and submission of homework? Follow the set timetable for you year group. You should 

spend 1 hour on each of your lessons. You should complete the homework task and submit it via Teams (assignments) to your designated teacher. 

Where can I go if I need help with the home learning task or homework? If you have any questions or need further support or guidance, your designation 

teacher will be available to answer any queries via email daily at 9am and 2pm. 


